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In this article, we present a simple multivariate outlier-detection procedure and a robust estimator for
the covariance matrix, based on the use of information obtained from projections onto the directions that
maximize and minimize the kurtosis coef cient of the projected data. The properties of this estimator
(computational cost, bias) are analyzed and compared with those of other robust estimators described in
the literature through simulation studies. The performance of the outlier-detection procedure is analyzed
by applying it to a set of well-known examples.
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The detection of outliers in multivariate data is recognized
to be an important and dif cult problem in the physical, chem-
ical, and engineering sciences. Whenever multiple measure-
ments are obtained, there is always the possibility that changes
in the measurement process will generate clusters of outliers.
Most standard multivariate analysis techniques rely on the
assumption of normality and require the use of estimates for
both the location and scale parameters of the distribution. The
presence of outliers may distort arbitrarily the values of these
estimators and render meaningless the results of the applica-
tion of these techniques. According to Rocke and Woodruff
(1996), the problem of the joint estimation of location and
shape is one of the most dif cult in robust statistics.
Wilks (1963) proposed identifying sets of outliers of size j
in normal multivariate data by checking the minimum values
of the ratios —A4I 5—=—A—, where —A4I5— is the internal scatter of a
modi ed sample in which the set of observations I of size j
has been deleted and —A— is the internal scatter of the complete
sample. The internal scatter is proportional to the determinant
of the covariance matrix and the ratios are computed for all
possible sets of size j . Wilks computed the distribution of
the statistic for j equal to 1 and 2. It is well known that
this procedure is a likelihood ratio test and that for j D 1
the method is equivalent to selecting the observation with the
largest Mahalanobis distance from the center of the data.
Because a direct extension of this idea to sets of out-
liers larger than 2 or 3 is not practical, Gnanadesikan
and Kettenring (1972) proposed to reduce the multivariate
detection problem to a set of univariate problems by looking
at projections of the data onto some direction. They chose the
direction of maximum variability of the data and, therefore,
they proposed to obtain the principal components of the data
and search for outliers in these directions. Although this
method provides the correct solution when the outliers are
located close to the directions of the principal components, it
may fail to identify outliers in the general case.
An alternative approach is to use robust location and
scale estimators. Maronna (1976) studied af nely equivariant
M estimators for covariance matrices, and Campbell (1980)
proposed using the Mahalanobis distance computed using
M estimators for the mean and covariance matrix. Stahel
(1981) and Donoho (1982) proposed to solve the dimensional-
ity problem by computing the weights for the robust estimators
from the projections of the data onto some directions. These
directions were chosen to maximize distances based on robust
univariate location and scale estimators, and the optimal
values for the distances could also be used to weigh each point
in the computation of a robust covariance matrix. To ensure a
high breakdown point, one global optimization problem with
discontinuous derivatives had to be solved for each data point,
and the associated computational cost became prohibitive for
large high-dimensional datasets. This computational cost can
be reduced if the directions are generated by a resampling
procedure of the original data, but the number of directions
to consider still grows exponentially with the dimension of
the problem.
A different procedure was proposed by Rousseeuw (1985)
based on the computation of the ellipsoid with the smallest
volume or with the smallest covariance determinant that
would encompass at least half of the data points. This
procedure has been analyzed and extended in a large number
of articles; see, for example, Hampel, Ronchetti, Rousseeuw,
and Stahel (1986), Rousseeuw and Leroy (1987), Davies
(1987), Rousseeuw and van Zomeren (1990), Tyler (1991),
Cook, Hawkins, and Weisberg (1993), Rocke and Woodruff
(1993, 1996), Maronna and Yohai (1995), Agulló (1996),
Hawkins and Olive (1999), Becker and Gather (1999), and
Rousseeuw and Van Driessen (1999). Public-domain codes
implementing these procedures can be found in STATLIB—
for example, the code FSAMVE from Hawkins (1994) and
MULTOUT from Rocke and Woodruff (1993, 1996). FAST-
MCD from Rousseeuw and Van Driessen is implemented as
the “mcd.cov” function of S-PLUS.
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Because these procedures are based on the minimization of
certain nonconvex and nondifferentiable criteria, these estima-
tors are computed by resampling. For example, Rousseeuw
(1993) proposed selecting p observations from the original
sample and computing the direction orthogonal to the hyper-
plane de ned by these observations. The maximum over this
 nite set of directions is used as an approximation to the
exact solution. Unfortunately, the number of candidate solu-
tions grows exponentially with the size of the problem and, as
a consequence, the corresponding procedures become compu-
tationally expensive for even moderately sized problems. Hadi
(1992, 1994), Atkinson (1994), Hawkins and Olive (1999),
and Rousseeuw and van Driessen (1999) presented methods
to compute approximations for these estimates requiring rea-
sonable computation times.
In this article, we present an alternative procedure, based
on the analysis of the projections of the sample points onto a
certain set of 2p directions, where p is the dimension of the
sample space. These directions are obtained by maximizing
and minimizing the kurtosis coef cient of the projections. The
proposed procedure can be seen as an empirically successful
and faster way of implementing the Stahel–Donoho (SD) algo-
rithm. The justi cation for using these directions is presented
in Section 1. Section 2 describes the proposed procedure and
illustrates its behavior on an example. Section 3 compares it
to other procedures by a simulation study. It is shown that the
proposed procedure works well in practice, is simple to imple-
ment, and requires reasonable computation times, even for
large problems. Finally, Section 4 presents some conclusions.
1. KURTOSIS AND OUTLIERS
The idea of using projections to identify outliers is the basis
for several outlier-detection procedures. These procedures rely
on the fact that in multivariate contaminated samples each
outlier must be an extreme point along the direction from the
mean of the uncontaminated data to the outlier. Unfortunately,
high-breakdown-point methods developed to date along these
lines, such as the SD algorithm, require projecting the data
onto randomly generated directions and need very large num-
bers of directions to be successful. The ef ciency of these
methods could be signi cantly improved, at least from a com-
putational point of view, if a limited number of appropriate
directions would suf ce to identify the outliers. Our proposal
is to choose these directions based on the values of the kurtosis
coef cients of the projected observations.
In this section, we study the impact of the presence of
outliers on the kurtosis values and the use of this moment
coef cient to identify them. We start by considering the uni-
variate case in which different types of outliers produce dif-
ferent effects on the kurtosis coef cient. Outliers generated by
the usual symmetric contaminated model increase the kurtosis
coef cient of the observed data. A small proportion of outliers
generated by an asymmetric contaminated model also increase
the kurtosis coef cient of the observed data. These two results
suggest that for multivariate data outliers may be revealed on
univariate projections onto directions obtained by maximizing
the kurtosis coef cient of the projected data. However, a large
proportion of outliers generated by an asymmetric contami-
nation model can make the kurtosis coef cient of the data
very small, close to its minimum possible value. This result
suggests searching for outliers also using directions obtained
by minimizing the kurtosis of the projections. Therefore, a
procedure that would search for outliers by projecting the data
onto the directions that maximize or minimize the kurtosis of
the projected points would seem promising.
In univariate normal data, outliers have often been associ-
ated with large kurtosis values, and some well-known tests
of normality are based on the asymmetry and kurtosis coef -
cients. These ideas have also been used to test for multivariate
normality (see Malkovich and A  1973). Additionally, some
projection indices that have been applied in projection pur-
suit algorithms are related to the third and fourth moments
(Jones and Sibson 1987; Posse 1995). Hampel (1985) derived
the relationship between the critical value and the breakdown
point of the kurtosis coef cient in univariate samples. He also
showed that two-point distributions are the least favorable for
detecting univariate outliers using the kurtosis coef cient.
To understand the effect of different types of outliers on
the kurtosis coef cient, suppose that we have a sample of uni-
variate data from a random variable that has a distribution F
with  nite moments (the uncontaminated sample). We assume
without loss of generality that ŒF D
R
xdF4x5 D 0, and we
will use the notation mF 4j5D
R
xjdF 4x50 The sample is con-
taminated by a fraction  < 1=2 of outliers generated from
some contaminating distributionG1 with ŒG D
R
xdG4x51 and
we will denote the centered moments of this distribution by
mG4j5D
R
4xƒŒG5jdG4x50 Therefore, the resulting observed
random variable X follows a mixture of two distributions,
41ƒ 5F C G0 The signal-to-noise ratio will be given by
r 2 DŒ2G=mF 4251 and the ratio of variances of the two distribu-
tions will be v2 D mG425=mF 425. The third- and fourth-order
moment coef cients for the mixture and the original and con-
taminating distributionswill be denoted by ai Dmi435=m3=2i 425
and ƒi Dmi445=m2i 425 for i D X1F 1G, respectively. The ratio
of the kurtosis coef cients of G and F will be ˆ D ƒG=ƒF .
Some conditions must be introduced on F and G to ensure
that this is a reasonable model for outliers. The  rst con-
dition is that, for any values of the distribution parameters,
the standard distribution F has a bounded kurtosis coef cient,
ƒF 0 This bound avoids the situation in which the tails of the
standard distribution are so heavy that extreme observations,
which cannot be distinguished from outliers, will appear with
signi cant probability. Note that the most often used distri-
butions (normal, Student’s t, gamma, beta, : : : ) satisfy this
condition. The second condition is that the contaminating dis-
tribution G is such that
ŒGmG435¶ 03 (1)
that is, if the distribution is not symmetric, the relevant tail of
G for the generation of outliers and the mean of G both lie
on the same side with respect to the mean of F0 This second
assumption avoids situations in which most of the observations
generated from G might not be outliers.
To analyze the effect of outliers on the kurtosis coef cient,
we write its value for the contaminated population as (see the
appendix for the derivation)
ƒX D ƒF
C41ƒ54c4C 4rc3C6r 2c2C r 4c05
h0Ch1r 2Ch2r 4
1 (2)
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where c4 D ƒF 4ˆv4 ƒ 15=41 ƒ 51 c3 D aGv3 ƒ aF 1 c2 D
 C 41ƒ 5v21 c0 D 3 C 41ƒ 531 h0 D 41C 4v2 ƒ 1552,
h1 D 241ƒ 5h1=20 , and h2 D 241ƒ 520 We consider the
two following cases:
1. The centered case, in which we suppose that both F and
G have the same mean, and as a consequence ŒG D 0 and
r D 0. From (2), we obtain for this case
ƒX D
ƒF 41C4ˆv4ƒ 155
41C4v2ƒ1552 0
Note that the kurtosis coef cient increases due to the pres-
ence of outliers; that is, ƒX ¶ ƒF whenever ˆv4ƒ 2v2 C 1 ¶
4v2 ƒ 152. This holds if ˆ ¶ 1, or equivalently if ƒG ¶ ƒF 1
and under this condition the kurtosis will increase for any
value of . Thus in the usual situation in which the outlier
model is built by using a contaminating distribution of the
same family as the original distribution [as in the often-used
normal scale-contaminated model; see, for instance, Box and
Tiao (1968)] or with heavier tails, the kurtosis coef cient of
the observed data is expected to be larger than that of the
original distribution.
2. Consider now the noncentered case, in which both distri-
butions are arbitrary and we assume that the means of G and F
are different (ŒG 6D 0). A reasonable condition to ensure that
G will generate outliers for F is that the signal-to-noise ratio
r is large enough. If we let r !ˆ in (2) (and we assume that
the moment coef cients in the expression remain bounded),
we obtain
ƒX ! 
3C 41ƒ53
41ƒ5 0
This result agrees with the one obtained by Hampel (1985).
Note that if  D 05 the kurtosis coef cient of the observed
data will be equal to 1, the minimum possible value. On the
other hand, if ! 0 the kurtosis coef cient increases without
bound and will become larger than ƒF , which is bounded.
Therefore, in the asymmetric case, if the contamination is very
large the kurtosis coef cient will be very small, whereas if the
contamination is small the kurtosis coef cient will be large.
The preceding results agree with the dual interpretation
of the standard fourth-moment coef cient of kurtosis (see
Ruppert 1987; Balanda and MacGillivray 1988) as measuring
tail heaviness and lack of bimodality. A small number
of outliers will produce heavy tails and a larger kurtosis
coef cient. But, if we increase the amount of outliers, we can
start introducing bimodality and the kurtosis coef cient may
decrease.
Kurtosis and Projections
The preceding discussion centered on the behavior of the
kurtosis coef cient in the univariate case as an indicator for
the presence of outliers. A multivariate method to take advan-
tage of these properties would proceed through two stages—
determining a set of projection directions to obtain univariate
samples and then conducting an analysis of these samples to
determine if any outlier may be present in the original sample.
As indicated in the introduction, this is the approach developed
by Stahel and Donoho. In this section we will show how to
 nd interesting directions to detect outliers.
The study of the univariate kurtosis coef cient indicates
that the presence of outliers in the projected data will imply
particularly large (or small) values for the kurtosis coef cient.
As a consequence, it would be reasonable to use as projec-
tion directions those that maximize or minimize the kurtosis
coef cient of the projected data. For a standard multivariate
contamination model, we will show that these directions are
able to identify a set of outliers.
Consider a p-dimensional random variable X following
a (contaminated normal) distribution given as a mixture of
normals of the form 41ƒ 5N401 I5C N4„e11‹I5, where
e1 denotes the  rst unit vector. This contamination model
is particularly dif cult to analyze for many outlier-detection
procedures, (e.g., see Maronna and Yohai 1995). Moreover,
the analysis in the preceding section indicates that this model,
for noncentered contaminating distributions, may correspond
to an unfavorable situation from the point of view of the
kurtosis coef cient.
Since the kurtosis coef cient is invariant to af ne transfor-
mations, we will center and scale the variable to ensure that it
has mean 0 and covariance matrix equal to the identity. This
transformed variable, Y , will follow a distribution of the form
41ƒ5N4m11 S5CN4m21 ‹S5, where
m1 Dƒ„S1=2e11 m2 D 41ƒ5„S1=2e1
1 D 1ƒ41ƒ‹51 2 D
„241ƒ5
1C„241ƒ5
S D 1
1
4I ƒ2e1e015 (3)
and 1 and 2 denote auxiliary parameters, introduced to sim-
plify the expressions (see the appendix for a derivation of these
values).
We wish to study the behavior of the univariate projec-
tions for this variable and their kurtosis coef cient values.
Consider an arbitrary projection direction u. Using the af ne
invariance of the kurtosis coef cient, we will assume ˜u˜ D 1.
The projected univariate random variable Z D u0Y will follow
a distribution 41ƒ 5N4m01u1u0Su5C N4m02u1‹u0Su5, with
E4Z5 D 01 and E4Z25 D 10 The kurtosis coef cient of Z will
be given by
ƒZ4—5 D a41 „1 ‹5Cb41„1 ‹5—2C c41„1‹5—41 (4)
where the coef cients a, b, and c correspond to
a41„1 ‹5D 3
21
41ƒC‹25
b41„1 ‹5D 62
21
41ƒ‹542‹ƒ 41ƒ525
c41„1 ‹5D 22 3
1ƒC‹2
21
ƒ6C‹41ƒ5
1
C 
3C 41ƒ53
41ƒ5 (5)
and — ² u1 D e01u (see the appendix for details on this
derivation).
We wish to study the relationship between the direction
to the outliers, e1 in our model and the directions u that
correspond to extremes for the projected kurtosis coef cient.
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The optimization problem de ning these extreme directions
would be either
max
—
s.t.
ƒZ4—5
ƒ1 µ —µ 1 (6)
or the equivalent minimization problem.
From the  rst-order optimality conditions for (6), the
extremes may correspond to either a point in the interval
4ƒ11 15 such that ƒ 0Z4—5 D 0 or to the extreme points of the
interval,—D 1. Since ƒ 0Z D 4c—3C2b—, the points that make
this derivative equal to 0 are — D 0 and — D pƒb=42c5.
We now analyze in detail the nature of each of these three
possible extreme points.
1. —D 1—that is, the direction of the outliers. This direc-
tion corresponds to a local maximizer whenever 4cC 2b >
0 (the derivative at — D 1) and to a minimizer whenever
4cC 2b < 0 (the case in which 4cC 2b D 0 will be treated
when considering the third candidate to an extreme point). The
expression for 4cC 2b from (5) is quite complex to analyze
in the general case, but for the case of small contamination
levels ( ! 0) it holds that 1 ! 1, 2= ! „2, and
lim
!0
4cC2b

D 4„4C12„24‹ƒ 151
implying that, since this value is positive except for very
small values of „ and ‹4‹ µ 1ƒ „2=3), for small values of
 the direction of the outliers will be a maximizer for the
kurtosis coef cient. Moreover, for large contamination levels
( ! 1=2), after some manipulation of the expressions in (5)
it holds that
lim
!1=2
44cC 2b5D ƒ8„2 34‹ƒ15
2C„24‹C15
4‹C1542C2‹C„252 < 01
and, as a consequence, if  is large we always have a mini-
mizer along the direction of the outliers.
2. — D 0, a direction orthogonal to the outliers. Along
this direction, as ƒ 00Z405 D 2b1 the kurtosis coef cient has a
maximizer whenever b < 0. For small contaminations, from
lim!0 b= D 6„24‹ƒ15, the kurtosis coef cient has a max-
imizer for ‹ < 1 and a minimizer for ‹ > 1. Comparing the
kurtosis coef cient values when the direction to the outliers
and a direction orthogonal to it are both local maximizers
(when ‹ < 1), from (4) and
lim
!0
ƒZ4 15ƒƒZ405

D „24„2ƒ641ƒ‹551
it follows that — D 1 corresponds to the global maximizer,
except for very small values of „. For large contaminations,
from
lim
!1=2
b D ƒ6„2 ‹ƒ1
‹C1
2 1
„2C2‹C 2 1
the kurtosis coef cient has a maximizer at — D 0.
3. — D pƒb=2c1 an intermediate direction, if this value
lies in the interval 6ƒ1117—that is, if 0 < ƒb=2c < 1. For
small contamination levels (! 0), it holds that
lim
!0
ƒ b
2c
D 31ƒ‹
„2
1
and this local extreme point exists whenever 1ƒ „2=3 < ‹ <
1—that is, basically when the dispersion of the contamination
Table 1. Extreme Directions for the Concentrated
Contamination Model
Small contamination
Direction ‹ < 1 ‹> 1 Large cont.
—D 1 Global max. Global max. Global min.
—D 0 Local max. Global min. Global max.
—D pƒb=2c Global min.
is smaller than 1. Additionally, since in this case ƒ 00Z D ƒ4b
for ‹ < 1, it holds that b < 0 whenever ‹ < 1, implying ƒ 00Z >
0. Consequently, for small concentrated contaminations this
additional extreme point exists and is a minimizer. For large
contamination levels, it holds that
lim
!1=2
ƒ b
2c
D 3 ‹ƒ1
„
2 2C2‹C„2
1ƒ 10‹C‹2 0
For ‹¶ 0 and any „, this expression is either negative or larger
than 1. As a consequence, no extreme intermediate direction
exists if the contamination is large.
Table 1 provides a brief summary of the preceding results.
Entries “Global max.” and “Global min.” indicate if a given
direction is the global maximizer or the global minimizer of
the kurtosis coef cient, respectively. “Local max.” indicates
the case in which the direction orthogonal to the outliers is a
local maximizer for the kurtosis coef cient.
To detect the outliers, the procedure should be able to
compute the direction to the outliers (— D 1) from Prob-
lem (6). However, from Table 1, to obtain this direction
we would need both the global minimizer and the global
maximizer of (6). In practice this cannot be done ef ciently;
as an alternative solution, we compute one local minimizer
and one local maximizer. These computations can be done
with reasonable computational effort, as we describe later on.
This would not ensure obtaining the direction to the outliers
because in some cases these two directions might correspond
to a direction orthogonal to the outliers and the intermediate
direction, for example, but we are assured of obtaining either
the direction to the outliers or a direction orthogonal to it. The
computation procedure is then continued by projecting the
data onto a subspace orthogonal to the computed directions,
and additional directions are obtained by solving the resulting
optimization problems. In summary, we will compute one
minimizer and one maximizer for the projected kurtosis
coef cient, project the data onto an orthogonal subspace, and
repeat this procedure until 2p directions have been computed.
For the case analyzed previously, this procedure should ensure
that the direction to the outliers is one of these 2p directions.
Note that, although we have considered a special contam-
ination pattern, this suggested procedure also seems reason-
able in those cases in which the contamination patterns are
different—for example, when more than one cluster of con-
taminating observations is present.
2. DESCRIPTION OF THE ALGORITHM
We assume that we are given a sample 4x11 : : : 1 xn5 of
a p-dimensional vector random variable X. The proposed
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procedure is based on projecting each observation onto a set
of 2p directions and then analyzing the univariate projections
onto these directions in a similar manner to the SD algorithm.
These directions are obtained as the solutions of 2p simple
smooth optimization problems, as follows:
1. The original data are rescaled and centered. Let Nx denote
the mean and S the covariance matrix of the original data;
then the points are transformed using
yi D Sƒ1=24xiƒ Nx51 i D 11 : : : 1 n0 (7)
2. Compute p orthogonal directions and projections maxi-
mizing the kurtosis coef cient.
a. Set y415i D yi and the iteration index j D 1.
b. The direction that maximizes the coef cient of kur-
tosis is obtained as the solution of the problem
dj D arg max
d
1
n
nX
iD1
d0y4j5i
4
s.t. d0d D 1
0 (8)
c. The sample points are projected onto a lower-
dimension subspace, orthogonal to the direction dj . De ne
vj D dj ƒ e11 Qj D
(
I ƒ vjv 0j
v0jdj
if v0jdj 6D 0
I otherwise,
where e1 denotes the  rst unit vector. The resulting matrix
Qj is orthogonal, and we compute the new values
u
4j5
i ²
z
4j5
i
y
4jC15
i
D Qjy4j5i 1 i D 11 : : : 1 n1
where z4j5i is the  rst component of u
4j5
i , which satis es
z
4j5
i
D d0jy4j5i (the univariate projection values) and y4jC15i cor-
responds to the remaining pƒ j components of u4j5i . We set
j D jC11 and, if j < p, we go back to step 2b. Otherwise,
we let z4p5i D y4p5i .
3. We compute another set of p orthogonal directions and
projections minimizing the kurtosis coef cient.
a. Reset y4p
C15
i
D yi and j D pC1.
b. The preceding steps 2b and 2c are repeated, but now
instead of (8) we solve the minimization problem
dj D arg min
d
1
n
nX
iD1
d0y4j5i
4
s.t. d0d D 1
(9)
to compute the projection directions.
4. To determine if z4j5i is an outlier in any one of the 2p
directions, we compute a univariate “measure of outlyingness”
for each observation as
ri D max
1µjµ2p
—z4j5i ƒmedian4z4j55—
MAD 4z4j55
0 (10)
5. These measures ri are used to test if a given observation
is considered to be an outlier. If ri > ‚p , then observation i is
suspected of being an outlier and labeled as such. The cutoff
values ‚p are chosen to ensure a reasonable level of Type I
errors and depend on the sample space dimension p.
Table 2. Cutoff Values for Univariate Projections
Sample space dimension p 5 10 20
Cutoff value ‚p 401 609 1008
6. If the condition in Step 5 were satis ed for some i, a
new sample composed of all observations i such that ri µ ‚p
is formed, and the procedure is applied again to the reduced
sample. This is repeated until either no additional observations
satisfy ri >‚p or the number of remaining observations would
be less than 4nCpC15=2.
7. Finally, a Mahalanobis distance is computed for all
observations labeled as outliers in the preceding steps, using
the data (mean and covariance matrix) from the remaining
observations. Let U denote the set of all observations not
labeled as outliers. The algorithm computes
QmD 1—U —
X
i2U
xi1
eS D 1—U —ƒ1Xi2U4xiƒ Qm54xiƒ Qm051
and
vi D 4xiƒ Qm50eSƒ14xiƒ Qm5 8 i 62 U 0
Those observations i 62 U such that vi < 2p1 099 are consid-
ered not to be outliers and are included in U . The process
is repeated until no more such observations are found (or U
becomes the set of all observations).
The values of ‚p in Step 5 of the algorithm have been
obtained from simulation experiments to ensure that, in the
absence of outliers, the percentage of correct observations
mislabeled as outliers is approximately equal to 5%. Table 2
shows the values used for several sample-space dimensions.
The values for other dimensions could be obtained by inter-
polating log‚p linearly in logp.
2.1 Computation of the Projection Directions
The main computational effort in the application of the pre-
ceding algorithm is associated with the determination of local
solutions for either (8) or (9). This computation can be con-
ducted in several ways:
1. Applying a modi ed version of Newton’s method.
2. Obtaining the solution directly from the  rst-order opti-
mality conditions. The optimality conditions for both prob-
lems are
4
nX
iD1
4d0y4j5i 5
3y
4j5
i
ƒ 2‹dD 0
d0dD 10
Multiplying the  rst equation by d and replacing the con-
straint, we obtain the value of ‹. The resulting condition is
nX
iD1
4d0y4j5i 5
2y
4j5
i y
4j50
i d D
nX
iD1
4d0y4j5i 5
4d0 (11)
This equation indicates that the optimal d will be a unit eigen-
vector of the matrix
M4d5 ²
nX
iD1
4d0y4j5i 5
2y
4j5
i y
4j50
i 1
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Table 3. Cutoff Values for Univariate Projections
Sample space dimension p 5 10 20
Scaling factor kp 098 095 092
that is, of a weighted covariance matrix for the sample, with
positive weights (depending on d). Moreover since the eigen-
value at the solution is the value of the fourth moment, we are
interested in computing the eigenvector corresponding to the
largest or smallest eigenvalue.
In summary, an iterative procedure to compute the direction
d proceeds through the following steps:
1. Select an initial direction Nd0 such that ˜ Nd0˜2 D 10
2. In iteration lC1, compute NdlC1, as the unit eigenvector
associated with the largest (smallest) eigenvalue of M4 Ndl5.
3. Terminate whenever ˜ NdlC1ƒ Ndl˜< …, and set dj D NdlC1.
Another relevant issue is the de nition of the initial direc-
tion Nd0. Our choice has been to start with the direction corre-
sponding to the largest (when computing maximizers for the
0 10
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5
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10 0
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0
5
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10 0 10
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15
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Figure 1. Scatterplots for a Dataset With  D 1. The axes correspond to projections onto (a) the direction to the outliers (x axis) and orthogonal
direction (y axis), (b) the direction maximizing the kurtosis coef’ cient (x axis) and an orthogonal direction (y axis), (c) the direction minimizing
the kurtosis coef’ cient (x axis) and an orthogonal direction (y axis).
kurtosis) or the smallest (when minimizing) principal compo-
nents of the normalized observations y4j5i =˜y4j5i ˜. These direc-
tions have the property that, once the observations have been
standardized, they are af ne equivariant. They would also cor-
respond to directions along which the observations projected
onto the unit hypersphere seem to present some relevant struc-
ture; this would provide a reasonable starting point when the
outliers are concentrated, for example. A more detailed dis-
cussion on the motivation for this choice of initial directions
was given by Juan and Prieto (1997).
2.2 Robust Covariance Matrix Estimation
Once the observations have been labeled either as outliers or
as part of the uncontaminated sample, following the procedure
described previously, it is possible to generate robust estimates
for the mean and covariance of the data as the mean and
covariance of the uncontaminated observations. This approach,
as opposed to the use of weight functions, seems reasonable
given the reduced Type I errors associated with the procedure.
Nevertheless, note that it is necessary to correct the covariance
estimator to account for the bias associated with these errors.
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The proposed estimators become
QmD 1—U —
X
i2U
xi
and eSc D 14—U —ƒ15kd Xi2U4xiƒ Qm54xiƒ Qm501
where U is the set of all observations not labeled as outliers,
—U — denotes the number of observations in this set, and kd is
a constant that has been estimated to ensure that the trace of
the estimated matrix is unbiased.
The values of kd have been obtained through a simulation
experiment for several sample space dimensions and are given
in Table 3. The values for other dimensions could be obtained
by interpolating logkp linearly in logp.
2.3 Examples
To illustrate the procedure and the relevance of choosing
projection directions in the manner described previously, we
show the results from the computation of the projection direc-
tions for a few simple cases. The  rst ones are based on
generating 100 observations from a model of the form 41ƒ
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Figure 2. Scatterplots for a Dataset With  D 3. The axes correspond to projections onto (a) the direction to the outliers (x axis) and an
orthogonal direction (y axis), (b) the direction maximizing the kurtosis coef’ cient (x axis) and an orthogonal direction (y axis), (c) the direction
minimizing the kurtosis coef’ cient (x axis) and an orthogonal direction (y axis).
5N401 I5CN410e1 I 5 in dimension 2, where eD 41 150, for
different values of  .
Consider Figure 1, corresponding to the preceding model
with  D 01. This  gure shows the scatterplots of the data,
where the axes have been chosen as (1) in Figure 1(a), the
direction to the outliers (e) and a direction orthogonal to it;
(2) in Figure 1(b), the direction giving a maximizer for the
kurtosis coef cient (the x axis) and a direction orthogonal to
it; and (3) in Figure 1(c), the direction corresponding to a
minimizer for the kurtosis coef cient (also for the x axis) and
a direction orthogonal to it. In this case, the direction maxi-
mizing the kurtosis coef cient allows the correct identi cation
of the outliers, in agreement with the results in Table 1 for the
case with small  .
Figure 2 shows another dataset, this time corresponding to
 D 03, in the same format as Figure 1. As the analysis in the
preceding section showed and the  gure illustrates, here the
relevant direction to identify the outliers is the one minimizing
the kurtosis coef cient, given the large contamination present.
Finally, Figure 3 presents a dataset generated from the
model using  D 02 in the same format as the preceding
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Figure 3. Scatterplots for a Dataset With  D 2. The axes correspond to projections onto (a) the direction to the outliers (x axis) and an
orthogonal direction (y axis), (b) the direction maximizing the kurtosis coef’ cient (x axis) and an orthogonal direction (y axis), (c) the direction
minimizing the kurtosis coef’ cient (x axis) and an orthogonal direction (y axis).
 gures. It is remarkable in this case that both the direction
maximizing the kurtosis coef cient and the direction mini-
mizing it are not the best ones for identifying the outliers;
instead, the direction orthogonal to that maximizing the
kurtosis corresponds now to the direction to the outliers. The
optimization procedure has computed a direction orthogonal
to the outliers as the maximizer and an intermediate direction
as the minimizer. As a consequence, the direction to the
outliers is obtained once Problem (6) is solved for the obser-
vations projected onto the direction maximizing the kurtosis.
This result justi es that in some cases (for intermediate
contamination levels) it is important to compute directions
orthogonal to those corresponding to extremes in the kurtosis
coef cient, and this effect becomes even more signi cant as
the sample-space dimension increases.
Consider a  nal example in higher dimension. A sample of
100 observations has been obtained by generating 60 obser-
vations from an N401 I5 distribution in dimension 10, and
10 observations each from N410di1 I5 distributions for i D
11 : : : 14, where di were distributed uniformly on the unit
hypersphere. Figure 4 shows the projections of these observa-
tions onto four of the directions obtained from the application
of the proposed procedure. Each plot gives the value of the
projection onto one of the directions for each observation in
the sample. The outliers are the last 40 observations and have
been plotted using the symbols “C,” “o,” “#1” and “ ” for
each of the clusters, while the uncontaminated observations
are the  rst 60 in the set and have been plotted using the
symbol “ü .”
Figure 4(a) shows the projections onto the kurtosis maxi-
mization direction. This direction is able to isolate the observa-
tions corresponding to one of the clusters of outliers in the data
(the one labeled as “#”) but not the remaining outliers. The
next direction, which maximizes the kurtosis on a subspace
orthogonal to the preceding direction, reveals the outliers indi-
cated as “C,” as shown in Figure 4(b). This process is repeated
until eight additional directions, maximizing the kurtosis onto
the corresponding orthogonal subspaces, are generated. The
next direction obtained in this way (the third one maximizing
the kurtosis) is not able to reveal any outliers, but the fourth,
shown in Figure 4(c), allows the identi cation of the outliers
shown as “o.” The remaining kurtosis maximization directions
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Figure 4. Univariate Projections Onto Directions Generated by the Algorithm for a Dataset in Dimension 10. The x axis represents the obser
vation number, while the y axis corresponds to the projections of each observation onto (a) the ’ rst maximization direction, (b) the second
maximization direction, (c) the fourth maximization direction, (d) the third minimization direction.
(not shown in the  gure) are not able to reveal any additional
groups of outliers.
To detect the outliers labeled as “ ,” the kurtosis minimiza-
tion directions must be used. The  rst two of these are again
unable to reveal the presence of any outliers. On the other
hand, the third minimization direction, shown in Figure 4(d),
allows the identi cation of (nearly) all the outliers at once (it
is a direction on the subspace generated by the four directions
to the centers of the outlier clusters). The remaining directions
are not very useful.
This example illustrates the importance of using both mini-
mization and maximization directions and in each case relying
not just on the  rst optimizer but on computing a full set of
orthogonal directions.
3. PROPERTIES OF THE ESTIMATOR
The computation of directions maximizing the kurtosis
coef cient is af ne equivariant. Note that the standardization
of the data in Step 1 of the algorithm ensures that the resulting
data are invariant to af ne transformations, except for a rota-
tion. The computation of the projection directions preserves
this property, and the values of the projections are af ne
invariant. Note also that the initial point for the optimization
algorithm is not affected by af ne transformations.
As a consequence of the analysis in Section 1.1, we con-
clude that the algorithm is expected to work properly if the
directions computed are those to the outliers or orthogonal to
them since additional orthogonal directions will be computed
in later iterations. It might fail if one of the computed direc-
tions is the one corresponding to the intermediate extreme
direction (whenever it exists). This intermediate direction will
correspond either to a maximizer or to a minimizer, depending
on the values of 1 „, and ‹. Because the projection step does
not affect the values of  or ‹, if we assume that „ !ˆ,
this intermediate direction would be found either as part of
the set of p directions maximizing the kurtosis coef cient or
as part of the p minimizers, but it cannot appear on both sets.
As a consequence, if this intermediate direction appears as a
maximizer (minimizer), the set of minimizing (maximizing)
directions will include only the directions corresponding to
— D 0 or — D 1 and, therefore, the true direction to the
outliers will always be a member of one of these two sets.
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Table 4. Results Obtained by the Proposed Algorithm, Using Both Maximization and Minimization Directions, on Some Small Datasets
Dataset Dimension # Observations # Outliers Outliers Time (s.)
Heart 2 12 5 2, 6, 8, 10, 12 .05
Phosphor 2 18 7 1, 4, 6, 7, 10, 16, 18 .16
Stackloss 3 21 8 1, 2, 3, 4, 13, 14, 20, 21 .27
Salinity 3 28 8 5, 10, 11, 15, 16, 17, 23, 24 .32
Hawkins Bradu Kass (1984) 3 75 14 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 .17
Coleman 5 20 7 1, 6, 9, 10, 11, 13, 18 .22
Wood 5 20 4 4, 6, 8, 19 .22
Bush’ re 5 38 15 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38 .11
Simulation Results
We have conducted a number of computational experiments
to study the practical behavior of the proposed procedure.
Since the use of minimization directions for the kurtosis coef-
 cient is not a very intuitive choice, we have implemented two
versions of the proposed algorithm—kurtosis1 corresponds to
the description given in Section 2; kurtosis2 uses only the set
of p maximization directions, while preserving the remaining
implementation details in the algorithm.
Our  rst experiment has analyzed the outlier-detection
behavior of the algorithm on a collection of eight small
datasets. The  rst seven were taken from Rousseeuw and
Leroy (1987) and were studied by Rousseeuw and Van
Driessen (1999), for example. The last one is from Campbell
(1989) and was analyzed by Maronna and Yohai (1995) and
Becker and Gather (1999), among others. Table 4 gives the
corresponding results for algorithm kurtosis1, indicating the
dataset, its dimension and number of observations, the number
of observations that have been labeled as suspected outliers,
the speci c observations that have been so labeled, and the
running times in seconds. The cutoff points used to label
the observations as outliers have been those indicated in the
description of the algorithm in Section 2 (Steps 5 and 7 and
Table 2). All values are based on a Matlab implementation
of the proposed procedure, and the running times have been
obtained using Matlab 4.2 on a 450 MHz Pentium PC.
These results are similar to those reported in the literature
for other outlier-detection methods, and they indicate that the
proposed method behaves reliably on these test sets. These
same test problems have been analyzed using kurtosis2. The
results are given in Table 5, and for these small problems are
nearly identical (except for the “phosphor” dataset) to the ones
Table 5. Results Obtained by the Proposed Algorithm, Using Only Maximization Directions, on Some Small Datasets
Dataset # Outliers Outliers Time (s.)
Heart 5 2, 6, 8, 10, 12 .05
Phosphor 2 1, 6 .05
Stackloss 8 1, 2, 3, 4, 13, 14, 20, 21 .16
Salinity 8 5, 10, 11, 15, 16, 17, 23, 24 .11
Hawkins Bradu Kass (1984) 14 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 .06
Coleman 7 1, 6, 9, 10, 11, 13, 18 .11
Wood 4 4, 6, 8, 19 .11
Bush’ re 16 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38 .11
obtained using both minimization and maximization directions
and presented in Table 4.
To explore further the properties of the method, we have
performed an extensive set of simulation experiments for
larger sample sizes and observation dimensions. The experi-
ments compare the performance of both proposed algorithms,
regarding the identi cation of the outliers and the estimation
of covariance matrices, with the results from two other codes:
1. A recent and ef cient algorithm for the implementation
of the minimum covariance determinant (MCD) procedure
proposed by Rousseeuw (1985). The FAST-MCD algorithm
based on the splitting of the problem into smaller subprob-
lems, is much faster than previous algorithms; it was proposed
by Rousseeuw and Van Driessen (1999).
2. A version of the SD algorithm, corresponding to the
implementation described by Maronna and Yohai (1995). The
choice of parameters has been the same as in this reference.
In particular, the number of subsamples has been chosen as
1,000 for dimension 5. For dimensions 10 and 20, not included
in the Monte Carlo study by Maronna and Yohai (1995), we
have used 2,000 and 5,000 subsamples, respectively.
For a given contamination level , we have generated a
set of 10041ƒ 5 observations from an N401 I 5 distribution
in dimension p. We have added 100 additional observations
from an N4„e1‹I5 distribution, where e denotes the vector
411 : : : 1150. This model is analogous to the one used by
Rousseeuw and van Driessen (1999). This experiment has
been conducted for different values of the sample-space
dimension p (p D 51 101 20), the contamination level 
( D 011 021 031 04), the distance of the outliers „ („D 101 100),
and the standard deviation of these outliers
p
‹4
p
‹D 011 11 5).
For each set of values, 100 samples have been generated.
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Table 6. Success Rates for the Detection of Outliers Forming One Cluster
„D 10 „D 100
p 
p
‹ FAST MCD SD Kurtosis1 Kurtosis2 FASTMCD SD Kurtosis1 Kurtosis2
5 03 01 0 100 100 83 100 100 100 88
1 100 100 95 38 100 100 94 31
04 01 0 0 53 0 0 100 100 0
1 100 99 91 0 100 100 93 0
5 100 93 100 100 100 100 100 100
10 02 01 0 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
1 100 100 60 83 100 100 61 84
03 01 0 100 100 0 0 100 100 1
1 100 100 23 2 100 100 21 0
04 01 0 0 52 0 0 0 100 0
1 74 0 82 0 67 0 81 0
5 100 53 100 100 100 73 100 100
20 01 01 86 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
1 100 100 87 88 100 100 84 82
02 01 0 72 100 8 0 100 100 7
1 98 61 1 2 100 100 0 0
5 100 67 100 100 100 100 100 100
03 01 0 0 98 0 0 0 100 0
1 19 0 0 0 20 0 0 0
5 100 0 100 100 100 0 100 100
04 01 0 0 1 0 0 0 5 0
1 0 0 9 0 1 0 8 0
5 100 0 99 95 100 0 99 90
Table 6 gives the number of samples in which all the outliers
have been correctly identi ed for each set of parameter values
and both the proposed algorithms (kurtosis1 and kurtosis2)
and the FAST-MCD and SD algorithms. To limit the size of
the table, we have shown only those cases in which one of
the algorithms scored less than 95 successes.
The proposed method (kurtosis1) seems to perform much
better than FAST-MCD for concentrated contaminations,
while its behavior is worse for those cases in which the shape
of the contamination is similar to that of the original data
(‹ D 1). From the results in Section 1, this case tends to
be one of the most dif cult ones for the kurtosis algorithm
because the objective function is nearly constant for all
directions, and for  nite samples it tends to present many
local minimizers, particularly along directions that are nearly
orthogonal to the outliers. Nevertheless, this behavior, closely
associated with the value ‹ D 1, disappears as ‹ moves away
from 1. For example, for p D 10 and  D 03 the number of
successes in 100 trials goes up from 23 for ‹ D 1 to 61 forp
‹ D 08 and 64 for ‹ D 1025. In any case, we have included
the values for ‹ D 1 to show the worst-case behavior of the
algorithm.
Regarding the SD algorithm, the proposed method behaves
better for large space dimensions and large contamination lev-
els, showing that it is advantageous to study the data on a
small set of reasonably chosen projection directions, particu-
larly in those situations in which a random choice of directions
would appear to be inef cient.
The variant of the algorithm that uses only maximization
directions (kurtosis2) presents much worse results than
kurtosis1 when the contamination level is high and the
contamination is concentrated. As the analysis in Section 1
suggested, in those cases the minimization directions are
important.
The case analyzed in Table 6 covers a particular contamina-
tion model, the one analyzed in Section 1. It is interesting to
study the behavior of the algorithm on other possible contam-
ination models, for example when the outliers form several
clusters. We have simulated cases with two and four clus-
ters of outliers, constructed to contain the same number of
observations (100=k), with centers that lie at a distance
„ D 10pp from the origin (the center of the uncontaminated
observations) along random uniformly distributed directions.
The variability inside each cluster is the same ‹ for all of
them. Table 7 gives the results of these simulations, in the
same format as Table 6.
The results are similar to those in Table 6. The proposed
method works much better than FAST-MCD for small values
of ‹ and worse for values of ‹ close to 1. Regarding the SD
algorithm, the random choice of directions works better as the
number of clusters increases. Nevertheless, note that, as the
sample space dimension and the contamination level increase,
the preceding results seem to indicate that the SD algorithm
may start to become less ef cient.
The results in Tables 6 and 7 show that the 2p directions
obtained as extremes of the kurtosis coef cient of the pro-
jections can be computed in a few seconds and perform in
most cases better than the thousands of directions randomly
generated by the SD estimator, requiring a much larger com-
putational time. Moreover, the minimization directions play a
signi cant role for large concentrated contaminations. These
results suggest that the SD estimator can be easily improved
while preserving its good theoretical properties by including
these 2p directions in addition to the other randomly selected
directions. From the same results, we also see, that the FAST-
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Table 7. Success Rate for the Detection of Outliers Forming Two and Four Clusters
2 clusters 4 clusters
p 
p
‹ FAST MCD SD Kurtosis1 Kurtosis2 FAST MCD SD Kurtosis1 Kurtosis2
5 .4 01 65 100 16 0 100 100 89 94
1 100 100 100 81 100 100 100 100
10 .3 01 18 100 100 78 100 100 100 100
.4 01 0 100 51 0 72 100 15 5
1 83 100 60 0 99 100 97 95
20 .2 01 15 100 100 100 93 100 100 100
1 100 100 90 88 100 100 100 100
.3 01 0 100 100 0 22 100 100 99
1 37 98 1 0 99 100 99 98
5 100 60 100 100 100 100 100 100
.4 01 0 60 5 0 0 100 6 0
1 0 28 3 0 1 99 2 0
5 100 0 100 93 100 23 98 100
MCD code performs very well in situations in which the
kurtosis procedure fails and vice versa. Again, a combination
of these two procedures can be very fruitful.
The preceding tables have presented information related to
the behavior of the procedures with respect to Type II errors.
To complement this information, Type I errors have also been
studied. Table 8 shows the average number of observations
that are labeled as outliers by both procedures when 100 obser-
vations are generated from an N401 I 5 distribution. Each value
is based on 100 repetitions.
The kurtosis algorithm is able to limit the size of these
errors through a proper choice of the constants ‚p in Step 5
of the algorithm. The SD algorithm could also be adjusted
in this way, although, in the implementation used, the cutoff
for the observations has been chosen as
q
2p1 095, following the
suggestion of Maronna and Yohai (1995).
A second important application of these procedures is the
robust estimation of the covariance matrix. The same simula-
tion experiments described previously have been repeated but
now measuring the bias in the estimation of the covariance
matrix. The chosen measure has been the average of the log-
arithms of the condition numbers for the robust covariance
matrix estimators obtained using the three methods—FAST-
MCD, SD, and kurtosis. Given the sample generation process,
a value close to 0 would indicate a small bias in this condition
number. Tables 9 and 10 show the average values for these
estimates for the settings in Tables 6 and 7, respectively. To
limit the size of the tables, only two values for the contami-
nation level ( D 011 03) have been considered.
The abnormally large entries in these tables correspond to
situations in which the algorithm is not able to identify the
Table 8. Percentage of Normal Observations Mislabeled
as Outliers
Dimension FASTMCD SD Kurtosis1 Kurtosis2
5 909 804 609 609
10 2209 02 909 1102
20 3602 00 706 702
outliers properly. An interesting result is that the kurtosis pro-
cedure does a very good job regarding this measure of per-
formance in the estimation of the covariance matrix, at least
whenever it is able to identify the outliers properly. Note in
particular how well it compares to FAST-MCD, a procedure
that should perform very well, particularly for small contam-
ination levels or large dimensions. Its performance is even
better when compared to SD, showing again the advantages
of a nonrandom choice of projection directions.
Regarding computational costs, comparisons are not simple
to carry out because the FAST-MCD code is a FORTRAN
code, while the kurtosis procedure has been written in Matlab.
Tables 4 and 5 include running times for some small datasets.
Table 11 presents some running times for larger datasets, con-
structed in the same manner as those included in Tables 6–10.
All cases correspond to  D 02, „ D 10, and
p
‹ D 01. The
SD code used 151000 replications for p D 30 and 301000
for p D 40. All other values have been  xed as indicated for
Table 6. The times correspond to the analysis of a single
dataset and are based on the average of the running times for
10 random datasets. They have been obtained on a 450 MHz
Pentium PC under Windows 98.
These times compare quite well with those of SD and
FAST-MCD. Since the version of FAST-MCD we have used is
a FORTRAN code, this should imply additional advantages if
a FORTRAN implementation of the proposed procedure were
developed. A Matlab implementation of the proposed proce-
dures is available at http://halweb.uc3m.es/fjp/download.html.
4. CONCLUSIONS
A method to identify outliers in multivariate samples, based
on the analysis of univariate projections onto directions that
correspond to extremes for the kurtosis coef cient, has been
motivated and developed. In particular, a detailed analysis has
been conducted on the properties of the kurtosis coef cient
in contaminated univariate samples and on the relationship
between directions to outliers and extremes for the kurtosis in
the multivariate case.
The method is af ne equivariant, and it shows a very sat-
isfactory practical performance, especially for large sample
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Table 9. Average Logarithm of the Condition Numbers for Covariance Matrix Estimates, Outliers Forming One Cluster
„ D 10 „ D 100
p 
p
‹ FASTMCD SD Kurtosis1 Kurtosis2 FASTMCD SD Kurtosis1 Kurtosis2
5 01 01 097 1026 090 088 1001 1022 091 090
1 007 1015 090 094 1005 1010 084 090
5 1002 099 088 093 99 1006 090 090
03 01 7079 4009 097 1071 92 4008 095 1087
1 091 2095 1021 3048 088 2095 1048 6096
5 089 2008 1005 1005 93 2056 1003 1007
10 01 01 1087 2000 1060 1063 1084 1097 1056 1058
1 1085 1076 1059 1061 1084 1084 1061 1064
5 1086 1060 1053 1059 1085 1071 1055 1059
03 01 9053 5055 1057 8038 14000 5059 1059 12089
1 1063 4041 5011 6021 1 59 4045 8085 10089
5 1069 3032 1072 1073 1068 4021 1075 1075
20 01 01 3087 3052 2060 2053 3001 3056 2048 2049
1 2099 3054 3000 2088 3010 3049 3085 4005
5 3006 3019 2045 2042 3009 3051 2042 2043
03 01 10097 7097 2045 9096 15 56 12057 2044 14059
1 7032 7011 7033 7032 10 96 11070 11094 11095
5 2087 5026 2061 2056 2077 9085 2060 2060
space dimensions and concentrated contaminations. In this
sense, it complements the practical properties of MCD-based
methods such as the FAST-MCD procedure. The method also
produces good robust estimates for the covariance matrix, with
low bias.
The associate editor of this article suggested a generaliza-
tion of this method based on using the measure of multivari-
ate kurtosis introduced by Arnold (1964) and discussed by
Mardia (1970) and selecting h µ p directions at a time to
maximize (or minimize) the h-variate kurtosis. A second set
of h directions orthogonal to the  rst can then be obtained and
the procedure can be repeated as in the proposed algorithm.
This idea seems very promising for further research on this
problem.
Table 10. Average Logarithm of the Condition Numbers for Covariance Matrix Estimates, Outliers Forming Two and Four Clusters
2 clusters 4 clusters
p 
p
‹ FAST MCD SD Kurtosis1 Kurtosis2 FAST MCD SD Kurtosis1 Kurtosis2
5 .1 01 1001 095 093 091 1006 079 086 083
1 1003 090 090 092 1004 077 089 91
5 097 084 087 090 1003 079 092 90
.3 01 092 2042 094 098 092 1048 099 1001
1 092 1095 1002 1008 090 1037 1006 1004
5 089 1056 1004 1002 091 1013 1000 1002
10 .1 01 1081 1054 1056 1058 1084 1026 1053 1 56
1 1085 1044 1057 1064 1087 1023 1051 1060
5 1090 1038 1061 1064 1086 1021 1056 1 54
.3 01 8000 3040 1056 2041 1068 2027 1057 1 59
1 1070 2087 1083 1078 1066 2013 1072 1075
5 1067 2051 1075 1071 1069 1089 1073 1076
20 .1 01 3004 2074 2051 2045 3011 2014 2042 2038
1 3008 2079 2042 2041 3015 2016 2039 2032
5 3008 2061 2040 2039 3016 2007 2037 2 24
.3 01 10091 5005 2047 9010 6050 3053 2050 2 50
1 5087 4093 6096 6098 2076 3082 2063 2070
5 2076 4040 2055 2061 2081 3058 2063 2061
There are also practical problems in which the af ne equi-
variance property may not be very relevant. For example, in
many engineering problems arbitrary linear combinations of
the design variables have no particular meaning. For these
cases, and especially in the presence of concentrated con-
taminations, we have found that adding those directions that
maximize the fourth central moment of the data results in a
more powerful procedure.
The results presented in this article emphasize the advan-
tages of combining random and speci c directions. It can be
expected that, if we have a large set of random uniformly
distributed outliers in high dimension, a method that computes
a very large set of random directions will be more powerful
than another one that computes a small number of speci c
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Table 11. Running Times (in s.) on Large Synthetic Datasets
p n FASTMCD SD Kurtosis1 Kurtosis2
10 100 505 400 102 06
200 908 800 206 108
20 100 2006 1107 303 105
200 3600 2201 709 400
30 300 11408 10906 2800 1809
500 18306 18208 5401 4606
40 400 27005 33809 7401 3804
directions. On the other hand, when the outliers appear along
speci c directions, a method that searches for these directions
is expected to be very useful. These results emphasize the
advantages of combining random and speci c directions in the
search for multivariate outliers. In particular, the incorpora-
tion of the kurtosis directions in the standard SD procedure
can improve it in many cases with small additional computa-
tional time.
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APPENDIX: DETAILS OF THE DERIVATION OF
THEORETICAL RESULTS IN SECTION 1.
A.1 An Expression for ƒX
To derive (2), we need expressions for mX 445 and mX425 in
terms of the moments of the distributions F and G. Note that,
since ŒF D 0, we have that E4X5 D ŒG0 Moreover
E4X25D 41ƒ5mF 425C4mG425CŒ2G5
DmF 42541ƒCv2Cr 25
and
mX 425DmF 42541C4v2ƒ15C41ƒ5r 250
For the fourth moment,
mX 445D 41ƒ5
Z
4xƒŒG54dF4x5
C
Z
4xƒŒG54dG4x51
whereZ
4xƒŒG54dF 4x5
D mF 445ƒ4ŒGmF 435C62Œ2GmF 425C4Œ4G1
and Z
4xƒŒG54dG4x5
D mG445C441ƒ5ŒGmG435C641ƒ52Œ2GmG425
C 41ƒ54Œ4G0
Combining these results and rearranging terms, we have
mX 445=mF 425
2
D ƒF C41ƒ5 4r4aGv3ƒaF 5C 4ƒGv4ƒƒF 5=41ƒ5
C6r 24C 41ƒ5v25C r 443C 41ƒ535 0
The desired result follows from ƒX DmX445=mX 4252 and these
expressions.
A.2 Parameters in the Distribution of Y
The mean of a random variable X following a distribution
of the form 41ƒ5N401 I5CN4„e11‹I5 is ŒX D „e1 and
its covariance matrix is
SS D 41ƒ5I C4‹I C„2e1e015ƒ2„2e1e01
D 41ƒC‹5I C41ƒ5„2e1e01
D 1 I C
„241ƒ5
1
e1e
0
1 0
The inverse of SS will also be a rank-one modi cation of the
identity. It is easy to check that
S ² SSƒ1 D 1
1
4I ƒ2e1e150 (A.1)
Note that S is diagonal with all entries equal to 1=1 except
for the  rst one. Its square root, S1=2, is also a diagonal matrix
with all entries equal to 1=
p
1 except for the  rst one, which
equals
p
41ƒ25=1. In particular,
S1=2e1 D
s
1ƒ2
1
e1 D
1p
1C„241ƒ5
e10 (A.2)
The distribution of Y D S1=24X ƒŒX 5 follows from these
results.
A.3 An Expression for ƒZ
The kurtosis coef cient of Z will be equal to its fourth
moment. E4Z45 D 41 ƒ 5E4Z415 C E4Z4251 where Z1 is
N4m01u1 u
0Su5, Z2 is N4m
0
2u1‹u
0Su5, and
E4Z4i 5D E44Ziƒ Nzi545C 6E44Ziƒ Nzi525Nz2i C Nz4i
D 3‘ 4i C6‘ 2i Nz2i C Nz4i 1 (A.3)
where Nzi and ‘ i denote the mean and standard deviation of Zi .
Letting — D e01u, from (A.2) and (3) it follows that
Nz1 Dm01uDƒ
„—p
1C„241ƒ5
Nz2 Dm02uD
41ƒ5„—p
1C„241ƒ5
1
and from (A.1)
‘ 21 D‘ 22 =‹D u0Su D
1ƒ2—2
1
0
Replacing these values in (A.3), we have
ƒZ D 3
41ƒ2—252
21
41ƒC‹25
C61ƒ2—
2
1
„241ƒ5—2
1C „241ƒ5
4C‹41ƒ55
C „
4241ƒ52—4
41C„241ƒ552
3C 41ƒ53
41ƒ5 0
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Grouping all the terms that correspond to the same pow-
ers of — and using 14C‹41ƒ55ƒ 41ƒC‹25 D 41ƒ
‹542‹ƒ 41ƒ5251 the result in (4) is obtained.
[Received March 1999. Revised June 2000.]
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